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automated methods. Ail products of 25 drug entities,
that is 25 chemicais that are used in an esate
1,025 proâucts, can be analyzed ini 1971. It iu planned
to analyze the balance of the. top 80 drug entlties
during 1972, and to finish asalysis of the top 20
drug entities ini 1973. After 1973, it is proposed to
analyze all brands of 80 to 100 drug entiti#s. eac
year, with others in the. top 200 as required. The
analyses will b. conducted ini sufficient detail to
provide information on inter-lot variability, a measure
of a anaufacturer'a capability to produce uniform
products. When the program lu fully operationai,
nearly 90,000 separate analyses a year will b.
acicved. This systematic monitoring program will
be carried out in addition to our present surveillance
activlties.

Drugs seiected for analysis and for the other
aspects of the. quality-assurance prograux will b.
choses oni the basis of sales volume, their medical
use, the precision of dosage requlred, and the known
risk of conamats it n the product. Tie cost of the
analytical portion of the prowam will assount to
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of the drug. TMe blo-availability studies are miore
difficuit since they require humas volunteers who are
given the. dmug and tien samples of body fluids are
taken at regular intervals over a period of many
hours. It is not possible to speed up this type of
testing by introducing automated methods, as it la
with the. chemical procedures. Current inuvestigations
wili b. expanded to permit assessment of the. bio-
availabiity of 225 drug products (approximately 12
drug estities) each year. It will be necessary to con-
tinue work in flua area for several years, becauso of
the secessarily slow rate of progress expected.
Substansti ai gains in the. are Mf assesanuent of ac-
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